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Refugees from Russia

Dear Mr Matveyev,

Thank you for your email of 6 April with supplementary information concerning 
A.V. Kyrkalova. 

We believe we have found some information about the Kyrkalov family. 
However, there is no mention of a daughter called Anna in our records. Instead, a 
daughter Alexandra is mentioned along with another daughter Eugenia. The 
evidence nevertheless seems to indicate that we have found the correct persons.

In the following, the latinized spellings of the Kyrkalovs’ names, as found in our 
records, will be used. 

Alexandra Kirkaloff b. 10.03.1868 arrived in Norway on board an English vessel 
in 1920, accompanied by her daughters Alexandra b. 14.02.1903 and Eugenia b. 
1903. She was by then a widow, her husband Severin having died in Archangel in 
1912. In September of the same year, the girls’ brother Severin b. 13.08.1888 
joined them together with his wife Nadine née Bezzubikoff 05.08.1898, having 
traveled through Finland. Apparently, there were two more brothers who were 
killed in the course of the Civil War.

The Kirkaloffs first settled in Asker near Oslo. Alexandra Vasilyevna and her 
daughters moved to Oslo in 1927. Alexandra Vasilyevna died on 02.11.1959 
according to the Oslo Cemetery Office (Gravferdsetaten), Severin on 28.06.1968, 
and Alexandra Severianovna passed away on 22.09.1988. They are buried at 
Vestre gravlund cemetery in Oslo. We have not found any information concerning 
Eugenia’s fate.

Severin and Nadine had two children, Georg b. 31.05.1924 and Marianne 
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b. 25.02.1920. Unfortunately, the National Archives is unable to assist in tracing 
living relatives. 

We hope this information will be useful to you.

Archival references:
S-3138/1/Dd 92/F 7333
S-1051/Ma 178 659/49

Yours sincerely,

Jon Barstad, by authority
Adviser


